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wave creates a backflow energy wave, from the morphogenetic fields, through which Earth"s
overtone
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for something called backflow, which is the creation point at the center of the
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of consciousness/energy. Backflow The dynamic by which the consciousness or energy within
the

is called "backflow". When the partiki units phase and split into particum and

towards Source via backflow. Each level of creation has the inherent ability to create

to create this backflow of energy, which moves back towards Source into the level

creates the "backflow return", receiving and doubling the quantum (amount of charge/
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its center for backflow and renewal of its full charge, and this opening and
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engage in full backflow, that is, the return of the consciousness contained in the

the possibility of backflow, which is what makes renewal and leaps in consciousness possible.
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up to full backflow and return of the full original charge, are part of
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the experience of backflow is the sum of your current conscious awareness, everything that

renewed by the backflow return that is opened up and made possible by this
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and then a backflow from manifestation that allows the next outflow from Source to
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Space is about. Backflow and Backflow Return EAW: 4: 1hr 11 mins There is

about. Backflow and Backflow Return EAW: 4: 1hr 11 mins There is something called

something called the Backflow where the sparks do their thing; they send a backflow

they send a backflow of quantum back through the Urn into Source, the original

that causes another Backflow Return. So Source sends another quantum to keep these
balances

It allows for backflow, which is: we give back to Source and because we
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"Backflow" Cycle. The 12 Tribes-1 class installment of 2007-2008
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11Bhardoah" Means BACKFLOW-Fetallntegration, the 110eath Transition, 11 and
11Ascension" Upon incarnation into

called the "Backflow Rite" or "Bhardoah Rite" are orchestrated appropriately). When a
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the Bhardoah, or Backflow. "Death" of the atomic mortal body occurs when the
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as a "Backflow Spark"- the "Kei Spark"- which travels into the Rasha

"equal-quantum Backflow Return," a 1.666-joule quantum spark of eirA Spirit Body

the horizontal "Backflow" chamber) of the Spirit Body anatomy, and initiates what is
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and reciprocal "Backflow" or "up-step Ascension" that is inherent to the
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the first three backflow sparks that then go through into Source and come back
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That"s called a backflow spark. And when a backflow spark goes back, it opens

And when a backflow spark goes back, it opens the original creation point door

field throws a backflow return spark out. And that is what makes the difference

and closing through backflow sparks going back to Source, which you give back to

then Source gives backflow return. So, when we talk about Kristiac and anti-Kristiac,

as a big backflow spark, and then backflow return with a replication, and a

spark, and then backflow return with a replication, and a return of the original.
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Source sends a backflow return and a replication and allows for the next expansion.
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goes as a backflow return to Source, and then Source sends out, I think,
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one full Prana backflow spark through the Eiron Point and into the seed atom.

point Mana-Burst backflow return spark out of the Eiron point and into the
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one depolarized Prana backflow spark Eiron point and the Prana seed opens and the
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Rashalons and ManU Backflow And what this is about is when the 8th Ring-
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ManU backflow burst into the Eiron point of the Prana seed. The

seed. The ManU backflow burst travels through the Eiron point into and through the
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receives the ManU backflow burst from the outer domain RashaLAe Body and the Edenic

an Ec-burst backflow return spark through the inner Rashallah Eiron point into the
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and the Ecka backflow return before completing the reading of the additional material.
Coneeption

receives the ManU backflow burst from the outer domain RashaLAe Body and the Edonic

an Ec-Burst Backflow Return Spark through the inner Rashallah Eiron Point into the
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fertilization (ManU backflow) and conception (Ec Backflow Return Cycle) following completion
of

conception (Ec Backflow Return Cycle) following completion of the Na-VA phase which
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ManU burst of Backflow flowing back to Source goes all the way through, it
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Na - 2 Backflow Return #2 "ABaDaah" +ve Etheric Ka-LA

"E" PartikE Backflow Return #4 the (E-Na) "Ka" KrystaiiA
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that is called backflow Outflow and backflow are designed to be happening continually
throughout

backflow Outflow and backflow are designed to be happening continually throughout
creation, keeping manifest
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through each other, backflow deflection currents are generated, that also spin through each
other,

Eirosphere via a backflow deflection field, creating a flow of the same quantum but

Electrosphere as its backflow deflection field current. The Ethos is 33% +ve and
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go back as backflow to Source, and then it expands back out again, and

again, and breathes backflow return currents. So, whatever black hole forms out here in
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what"s called the backflow return. There"s something called Prana Exchange that we are
going
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creates the first backflow to Source. Source created the first gift, the first outflow

the first full backflow to Source, and it creates a x2 replica of the

basic process of backflow to Source, and then you get what"s called backflow return

get what"s called backflow return from Source. So, as long as that creation point

open, you have backflow and backflow return. You have an open circulation, the breathing

have backflow and backflow return. You have an open circulation, the breathing rhythm of

rhythm of Source. Backflow, you have contraction of the light bodies. Outflow, you have

and are the backflow return flow back into Source. The outgoing cycles are called
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currents, or those backflow currents back to Source. It"s a process that we"ll see
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Prana sparks are backflow sparks. They go back to Source. They go back through

Tauren. Well, the backflow goes from the Prana seed Eiron point, back in, and
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sends that as backflow, then there"s a (makes sound) thing that happens again.
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atom, but no backflow going back. They want us to know that there was
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to connect to backflow anymore, or the Antakarana cord that comes out, as outflow.
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Prana is the backflow to Source. It releases a flow of mana energy. Prana
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through, and as backflow to Source, and then the backflow return of mana comes

and then the backflow return of mana comes back out. Now, something fascinating happens

when the mana backflow return is released, after the seed atom receives its prana

down as a backflow return again. This gets interesting. So, each one of these,
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back as the backflow return from the ManU spark. At this point, you have

from the ManU backflow. It"s sending a backflow return of Eck. It comes out

It"s sending a backflow return of Eck. It comes out and triggers each one
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far as a backflow through the Eiron point ... it"s not been done for

supposed as a backflow to Source frequency, which will allow on the exhale the

go back as backflow again, and then a full Eck spark will be released,
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So the first backflow return to the seed atom will happen then. Then on
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point as a backflow, when the body becomes prana depleted, it becomes mana depleted,
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the first three backflow return sparks that become the Tauren light seed, from which
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is called the backflow return, which allows the creation point that it originally came
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is called the backflow energy. So, when it is out manifest, it makes a

what"s called a backflow return, where it takes that quantum, replicates it, and sends
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which sends a backflow back, and all sorts of things happen that I don"t

it creates a backflow return that I believe is the "Va Field". And
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to it as backflow, so they replicate. And there is series of replications that
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Sparks as a backflow to what was before it. And that creates a Mana
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end of a backflow wave that was an ascension wave that went in, so
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downward, it"s the backflow spark goes up this way and then the backflow return

and then the backflow return comes down this way so it"s there. Then it
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pulls in as backflow gets replicated, and this is where we get the formation
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exchange. When Prana backflow goes back through the Eiron point into the seed atom,
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does make another backflow spark gets another back flow return atmic spark and then
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is an etheric backflow spark that hadn"t come all the way in to make
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how they form Backflow Return sparks and how that created the Tauren. There"s a

Partikl are actually Backflow Return sparks that we"ll cover in a little bit, of

But they are Backflow Sparks, are when something that"s out here that sparks and

and sends a Backflow Current back through the First Creation Point Door back into

Source sends a Backflow Return · Current. So there were three different sparks that

got three different Backflow Return Cu rrents that form the three outer, what are
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and sparking and Backflow and Backflow Return until it builds the Light Body structure

and Backflow and Backflow Return until it builds the Light Body structure for the
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sparks and create Backflow to Source and that allows for quantum Backflow Return, that

allows for quantum Backflow Return, that makes more sparks. So they continually generate
energy,
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Point as a Backflow and then get a replica of its entire self. And
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And sparking means Backflow, and Backflow means Backflow Return. So it"s Quantum
Generation and

means Backflow, and Backflow means Backflow Return. So it"s Quantum Generation and
Quantum Replication

and Backflow means Backflow Return. So it"s Quantum Generation and Quantum Replication
and Quantum
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whole thing can Backflow and that"s, when that Backflow happens, that"s when you would

that"s, when that Backflow happens, that"s when you would end up here. It"s called
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opens, allows the Backflow to go out and allows a quantum amplification of it
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and sends a Backflow spark out. So the Prana Seed works in the same

open and do Backflow and Backflow Return anymore, it starts a progressive releasing. It"s

do Backflow and Backflow Return anymore, it starts a progressive releasing. It"s almost like
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to send a Backflow Return back to the Rasha Template. Then the Rasha Template

isn"t sending a Backflow like it"s supposed to back to the Rash a Template,

it needs a Backflow Return of Mana. We"re starved for Mana here, because the

and that"s the Backflow spark that goes out. So, Prana in, all the way
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would get a Backflow Return on its quantum, and it would come back out.
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now you got backflow return 1, back-flow return 2 and you have Partikl
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here? So this backflow KaLE Spark comes out here, comes past the HaRA-Krysta
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point allows for backflow to go all the way back to the Cosmic Spirit

would have the backflow that is called the Eiron Stream, going back to the
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you don"t get backflow, you don"t get the Ek outflow coming from the rest
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the Eiron flows backflow currents, which triggers opening of the Ek outflow currents. That
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of the Eiron backflow stream in each of the Coushas that will connect a

will connect a backflow current through into the Eiradonis body, and then into the
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allow for a Backflow Return to Source. That is one of the biggest differences

for spark generation, Backflow to Source, and then Source sends another Backflow Return
out.

Source sends another Backflow Return out. So if you "re out in Creation,

and Source gives Backflow Return and that keeps an eternal life flow between manifest
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generated, the first backflow sparks are generated and the Backflow Return starts. 10. What

generated and the Backflow Return starts. 10. What is the Na VE-Na Partiki

and makes a Backflow Spark. • The Backflow Spark goes back into the center

Spark. • The Backflow Spark goes back into the center Creation Point of Source.

back out as Backflow Return. • This creates a progressive spiral of quantum building.
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other and send backflow in and Backflow Return of the same quantum comes out

backflow in and Backflow Return of the same quantum comes out and the other
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quantum by sparking, Backflow and Backflow Return. 11. Triad Cycle as part of the

sparking, Backflow and Backflow Return. 11. Triad Cycle as part of the SEda Cycle:
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Body. They then backflow into the Eye of Allurea with a quantum replication. 2.
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then be a Backflow Return. • So through this Solar Symbiosis Cycle it would
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The return sparks backflow into the Eye of Allurea with a quantum replication. The

Page:  50



through as the Backflow through the Creation Point, and then gets a Backflow Return

then gets a Backflow Return that is an increase of quantum plus the original
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is a gift ofBackflow giving back, and then there is a gift of Backflow

a gift of Backflow Return. It is a constant give and take of energy
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flow and the backflow. The sparks become the backflow to Source and Source when,

sparks become the backflow to Source and Source when, Source sends back through the

built and therefore, backflow sent back to Source, and therefore, Backflow Return sent back

Source, and therefore, Backflow Return sent back out for the next replication and expansion.
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2 now, the backflow spark and Partiki 1 go back into the creation point

it sends a Backflow Return Spark out and it sends back the original Partiki

and the 151 Backflow Return Spark is there, all right. This series of understanding

we had one Backflow Return Spark, all right, then we have a split Partiki

an Etheric Spark, backflow spark. Etheric backflow spark goes into center with Partiki 2

backflow spark. Etheric backflow spark goes into center with Partiki 2 sends out, Source

backfiow in, and backflow return Copyright A "shavana & A "hzavana Deane,
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split until the backflow return comes up so it actually allows for the passage
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point, when that backflow Spark 4 starts to come in, the entire thing pulls
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allows for a backflow to Source and then Source sends another backflow return out.

Source sends another backflow return out. So, if you"re out in creation, you give

and Source gives backflow return and that keeps an eternal life flow between manifest
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met with a backflow return of equal quantum. And when this occurs, this cluster
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shuts down the backflow ability. So, it also shuts down the backflow return ability,

shuts down the backflow return ability, and you progressively become a more and more

through backfiow and backflow return. Those particular twisted teachings are based on what
is
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backfiow spark. That backflow spark goes back to the center creation point and the
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assist in creating Backflow Currents that go back to Source, that allow the breathing

out again with Backflow Return. So, it"s an Eternal Life System of the ebb
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would be a Backflow Return. So it would be an Eternal-Life Cycle, an
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into Source, gives Backflowto Source, and Source sends out Backflow Return. Next one,
please.

Source sends out Backflow Return. Next one, please. We"ll cover these more as well
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through as the Backflow through the Creation Point, and then gets a Back flow
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come in as Backflow ... and it pulls the entire lauren into Source Consciousness

back out as Backflow Return, and with it comes Backflow Return of 2 times

with it comes Backflow Return of 2 times its quantum and that"s where the
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Body structure and backflow and backflow return-its a continual, eternal life never ending

and backflow and backflow return-its a continual, eternal life never ending story. And
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that creates a backflow to Source, and then you get the backflow return. So

you get the backflow return. So it"s part of the natural circulation system. Copvtight
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on a natural backflow wave of a Starfire Cycle back into the Adashi Cycles.
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a gift of backflow giving back and then there is a gift of backflow



a gift of backflow return, and a constant give and take of energy between
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Thermos Celestalline Vapor Backflow. And then as Source, Source replicates the quantum
amount of

amount of that Backflow from the Ascension Wave that had just come in. It
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word Bhardoah means Backflow. That"s all. It"s not a big, bad death word. Also
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means, Bhardoah means Backflow. And it"s a specific Backflow that goes into the Gha-

it"s a specific Backflow that goes into the Gha-Fa"s. So they wanted us
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Chambers open, the Backflow Chambers open, and then the inflow comes in a normal
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which is the Backflow Chamber. Bhardoah means Backflow. It means backflow to the Gha-

Chamber. Bhardoah means Backflow. It means backflow to the Gha-Fa"s and beyond. And

Backflow. It means backflow to the Gha-Fa"s and beyond. And there are areas
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that. When that backflow energy goes back, when the energy comes from ... the

will be a backflow return spark, called the REi-ShA-ic Spark, that comes
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it creates the backflow. And it"s actually a circulation that goes back and forth
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ic spark, the backflow spark. We"re going to be sending a spark out. We"re

will send a backflow spark all the way back through. Because we have Ohani
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then sends a backflow return spark out the Gha-Fa" Line, opening the Bhardoah



spark back, a backflow spark out. And that hits the Cosmic LUma-Eturna through

Eturna send a backflow return spark out, and I believe that"s called the REi-

Chamber is the backflow pull of the KaLE-Hara, where there"s a part of

Page:  168

Bhardoah Chamber as backflow. It goes through the Bhardoah Chamber and into the Gha-
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ren receives no backflow return current from the Edonic Gha-Fa" upon which to
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that goes into backflow, Bhardoah backflow, that is going to be done in Tribe

into backflow, Bhardoah backflow, that is going to be done in Tribe 12. So,
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to receive the backflow return of the Cosmic REi-ShA-ic spark from the
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REi-ShA-ic backflow return spark from the Cosmic LUma-Eturna via the Cosmic
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It means "backflow". And backflow can be as, a momentary thing that can

"backflow". And backflow can be as, a momentary thing that can get you
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waiting for the backflow return of the Cosmic REi-ShA-ic Spark. What it

Page:  194

go and the Backflow Return Spark will come and that will come in bursts

Page:  244

organic Bhardoah "Backflow" Cvcle. The "12-Tribes-1" class installment of 2007-
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for Bhardoah, "Backflow", right, so you flow back in. And this connects into
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forth. It allows Backflow to the center of the personal Eye of God structure.
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we"re going to Backflow ... uhh Bhardoah. No, we"re not going to die, we"re



Bi-locate Slide Backflow back through that horizontal Bhardoah Chamber we just opened to
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Chamber as a Backflow Spark. Oh God .. . and somewhere in there there
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will be a backflow energy that starts. And that is the backflow current that

that is the backflow current that we will ride out of the bodies. Now
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"Backflow" Cvcle. The 12 T ribes-1 class installment of 2007-
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"Bhardoah" Means BACKFLOW-Fetallntegration, the "Death Transition," and "Ascension"
Upon incarnation

called the "Backflow Rite" or "Bhardoah Rite" are orchestrated appropriately). When a

Page:  18

the Bhardoah, or Backflow "Death" of the atomic mortal body occurs when the

Page:  20

as a "Backflow Spark"-the "Kei Spark"-which travels into the Rash

"equal-quantum Backflow Return," a 1.666-joule quantum spark of eirA Spirit Body

the horizontal "Backflow" chamber) of the Spirit Body anatomy, and initiates what is

Page:  27

and reciprocal "Backflow" or "up-step Ascension" that is inherent to the

Page:  184

door and a backflow return spark is let back loose. And the first three

have three Partiki backflow return sparks in the Tauren and the center unit that

Page:  185

Source and more backflow return sparks out And that is the difference between a

Page:  307

And when a backflow spark goes back, it opens the original creation point door

and closing through backflow sparks going back to Source, which you give back to

then Source gives backflow return So, when we talk about Kristiac and anti-Kristiac,

spark, and then backflow return with a replication, and a return of the original.
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goes as a backflow return to Source, and then Source sends out, I think,
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point Mana-Burst backflow return spark out of the Eiron point and into the

Page:  482

one depolarized Prana backflow spark Eiron point and the Prana seed opens and the

Page:  483

Rashalons and ManU Backflow And what this is about is when the 8th Ring-

Page:  484

seed. The ManU backflow burst travels through the Eiron point into and through the
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back and a backflow return to come out There"s a certain point, though, where
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ManU burst of Backflow flowing back to Source goes all the way through, it
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Frequency is the Backflow Return from the ManU that the Rasha-Lons spark. The
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with the Mana backflow return, there will be a little vibration that becomes and
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Na - 2 Backflow Return #2 "ABaDaah" +ve Etheric Ka-LA

"E" PartikE Backflow Return #4 the (E-Na) "Ka" KrystaiiA
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the first three backflow return sparks that become the Tauren light seed, from which
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2 and 3 BackFlow Sparks with their Back-Flow Return Sparks, the 3 E-

Page:  212

Sparks as a backflow to what was before it And that creates a Mana
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end of a backflow wave that was an ascension wave that went in, so

Page:  234

downward, it"s the backflow spark goes up this way and then the backflow return

and then the backflow return comes down this way so it"s there. Then it

Page:  250

exchange. When Prana backflow goes back through the Eiron point into the seed atom,
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does make another backflow spark gets another back flow return atmic spark and then
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is an etheric backflow spark that hadn"t come all the way in to make

Page:  337

how they form Backflow Return sparks and how that created the Tauren. There"s a

Partikl are actually Backflow Return sparks that we"ll cover in a little bit, of

and sends a Backflow Current back through the First Creation Point Door back into

Source sends a Backflow Return Current. So there were three different sparks that sent,
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Point as a Backflow and then get a replica of its entire self The



Page:  353

and sends a Backflow spark out So the Prana Seed works in the same
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open and do Backflow and Backftow Return anymore, it starts a progressive releasing. It"s
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isn"t sending a Backflow like it"s supposed to back to the Rasha Template, progressively
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already an atmic backflow return spark on that 0-point axis. So when this
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they were the backflow sparks left from Partikl1 and Partikl 2. And here is
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point allows for backflow to go all the way back to the Cosmic Spirit
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blocks the Eiron backflow stream and if you don"t get backflow, you don"t get

you don"t get backflow, you don"t get the Ek outflow coming from the rest
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the Eiron flows backflow currents, which triggers opening of the Ek outflow currents That
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of the Eiron backflow stream in each of the Coushas that will connect a
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Atom opening the Backflow Eiron Stream & the Backflow Return Eck Stream in the

Stream & the Backflow Return Eck Stream in the 3 Bodies. The MCEO Freedom
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amount of that Backflow from the Ascension Wave that had just come in. It
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Chambers open, the Backflow Chambers open, and then the inflow comes in a normal
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Chamber. Bhardoah means Backflow It means backftow to the Gha-Fa"s and beyond. And
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that When that backflow energy goes back, when the energy comes from the energies
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then sends a backflow return spark out the Gha-Fa" Line, opening the Bhardoah

Eturna send a backflow return spark out, and I believe that"s called the REi-
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Bhardoah Chamber as backflow It goes through the Bhardoah Chamber and into the Gha-
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It means "backflow "And backftow can be as, a momentary thing that
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waiting for the backflow return of the Cosmic REi-ShA-ic Spark. What it
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organic Bhardoah "Backflow" Cycle. The" 12 Tribes-1" class installment of 2007-2008
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"Bhardoah" Means BACKFLOW- Fetal Integration, the "Death Transition" and Ascension." A
few

the Bhardoah, or Backflow "Death" of the atomic mortal body occurs when the
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the horizontal "Backflow" chamber) That runs this way, front to back with your

the horizontal "Backflow" chamber) of the Spirit Body anatomy, and initiates what is
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forth. It allows Backflow to the center of the personal Eye of God structure.
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inhale, you"re sending Backflow back into the Aurora Continuum. And every time you exhale,

you"re bringing a Backflow Return out into the space around you and in your
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exhale) with the Backflow Return push your Orb back around you and just try
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that creates a Backflow It opens that point and that backflows to the Spirit

point and that backflows to the Spirit Body, and then the Spirit Body gives

Body gives a Backflow Return, so it creates a circulation and at certain points.
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Diamond Door (Backflow) into Source, and comes back out (Backflow Return) on

back out (Backflow Return) on a different axis as a new Creation Cycle
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